
 

 

 

 

 

 

“ . . . a song you will never forget.” 

HARRIS’ RADICAL LEFTIST RECORD AND RHETORIC 

When Vice President Pence takes the stage to debate Democrat VP nominee United States 

Senator Kamala Harris (D-CA) this week, he’ll be facing a lifelong leftist radical who openly 

admits she was raised a protester and agitator.   

 

Harris won the “veepstakes” due not only to the pure randomness that gave her multiracial (and 

radical) parentage – but also her willingness to, on command, deliver the daily Democrat Party 

“hit job” on the Trump Administration. 

 

She aggressively advances the radical New Democrats’ socialist agenda (particularly as espoused 

by Black Lives Matter (BLM)) in her near-perfect politically-correct “ethnically diverse” person 

– only imperfect in that she claims no “sexual minority” status.  But she makes up for it by 

speaking the euphemistic code of socialism perfectly. 

 

Harris has been rated by GovTrack, a congressional monitoring website, as the most liberal US 

Senator by her voting record.  But this is just the beginning with Senator Harris.  She has a 

lengthy history of liberal activism and socialist politics, which she openly and proudly 

acknowledged in her speech after Biden’s introduction of her as his Vice-Presidential nominee 

pick. 

 

Harris called her lifetime of leftist activism “a song you will never forget.” 

 

And Harris’ record shows she has fully lived up to that rhetoric. 

 

HARRIS IS ANTI-POLICE, ANTI-LAW AND ORDER 

 

• Harris gives the “Green Light” to anti-Police hatred -  Also in her announcement 

speech, Harris extolled Black Lives Matter, saying “People of every age and color and 

creed who are finally declaring in one voice Black Lives Matter…To everyone keeping 

up the fight, …you are doing something great, you are the heroes of our time.” 

 

• Providing aid and comfort to rioters - Joining in with Biden campaign staffers before 

landing the VP nod, Harris tweeted on June 1:  “"If you're able to, chip in now to the 
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@MNFreedomFund to help post bail for those protesting on the ground in Minnesota,” 

providing aid and comfort to BLM and Antifa rioters and looters.  (And further resulting 

in the release of numerous violent criminals, including one that tried to kill a police 

officer). 

 

• Harris wants riots to continue - Discussing this summer’s riots on the “Late Show,” 

Harris told host Stephen Colbert, “[T]his is a movement, I’m telling you.  They’re not 

gonna stop … They’re not gonna stop before election day in November, and they’re not 

gonna stop after election day … [E]veryone should take note of that…They’re not gonna 

let up.  And they should not.  And we should not.” 

 

• Black Lives Matter trained by Marxists - "I actually believe that 'Black Lives 

Matter' has been the most significant agent for change within the criminal justice 

system," Harris said.  (Black Lives Matter co-founder Patrisse Cullors said in a newly 

surfaced video from 2015 that she and her fellow organizers are “trained Marxists” – 

New York Post, June 25, 20200. 

 

HARRIS PUSHES SOCIALIST ENVIRONMENTALISM, GREEN NEW DEAL 

 

• “Environmental justice” was a key aspect of Biden’s selection of Kamala Harris as 

running mate.  The New York Times reported Harris released sweeping environmental 

justice legislation just six days before being named by Biden. 
 

• About the legislation (“Green New Deal” - which she co-sponsored with Alexandria 

Ocasio-Cortez, leading member of the progressive so-called “Squad” in Congress), Harris 

said:  “As we combat the climate crisis and build a clean economy, we must put justice 

and equity first. I’m proud to partner with Congresswoman Ocasio-Cortez on this 

comprehensive proposal.”   

 

Harris is all in on a socialist agenda, like that espoused by BLM.  From the BLM website, these 

ideals include boycotting “white capitalism,” dismantling “the patriarchal practice that requires 

mothers to work ‘double shifts’ so that they can mother in private even as they participate in 

public justice work,” and disrupting “the Western-prescribed nuclear family structure 

requirement by supporting each other as extended families and ‘villages’ that collectively care 

for one another.” 

 

“Public justice work” and collectivism are core principles of socialist revolutionaries.  “Public 

justice work” is code for agitation, of which protests and riots are an integral part.  Collectivism 

is a key objective in the institution of socialism (on the way to achieving communism), which 

eliminates all notions of private property and individual freedom.  And it is a major component, 

of course, of the rejection of capitalism, the very definition of socialism and communism. 

 

 

• As far back as March of last year, Harris is on the record as being “open” to packing the 

Supreme Court. 

HARRIS “OPEN” TO COURT PACKING 
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• Questioned twice last week about “packing the Court,” Harris refused to address the issue 

at all, only saying “let’s focus on what’s happening right now [the election], deal with 

later, later.” 

 

VP Pence needs to be ready when Harris uses these radical New Democrats’ rhetoric of 

euphemisms and buzz words and phrases: “justice” (impositions on freedom by force of law), 

“agents for change” and “public justice work” (agitators and rioters), “environmental justice” 

(redistribution of wealth), and of course, tried-and-true liberal/leftist standards like “reproductive 

health/rights,” “a woman’s right to choose” (abortion), “police violence” (law enforcement), and 

“equity” (guaranteed outcomes, rather than equal opportunity).  They’re “open” to ideas they 

actually support (court packing) but don’t want the public to hear them actually discuss. 

 

There are sure to be more, given the Left’s consistent tactic of twisting language to disguise their 

agenda.  Hopefully the Vice President is up on his Orwell.  It’s the code of the New Radical 

Socialist Democrats. 
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